### (R7) 17:00 CARLISLE, 1m 3f 39y
**Watch Racing TV Now Handicap (Class 5) (4YO plus)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No(Dr)</th>
<th>Silk</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Horse Details</th>
<th>Age/Wt</th>
<th>Jockey/Trainer</th>
<th>OR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (7)</td>
<td>🟡⬛</td>
<td>0/3211-0 MATEWAN (IRE) 25 BF</td>
<td>4 9 - 9p</td>
<td>P Hanagan Ian Williams</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Jockey Colours:** Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, emerald green cap

**Timeform says:** Improved model equipped with cheekpieces last summer, landing back-to-back handicaps at up to 12f. Disappointed on Sandown reappearance but no surprise if he recaptures the progressive thread here. ★★★★★ (Forecast 3.75)

| 2 (3)  | 🟢 | 7-91143 SIOUX FRONTIER (IRE) 18 D | 4 9 - 8 | Lewis Edmunds I Jardine | 71 |

**Jockey Colours:** Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap

**Timeform says:** Won pair of handicaps in the spring and creditable in-frame efforts on last 2 outings. Likely to give another good account. ★★★★★ (Forecast 5.00)

| 3 (2)  | 🟢 | 632-024 CORTON LAD 18 CD | 9 9 - 7vt | S A Gray K Dalgleish | 70 |

**Jockey Colours:** Black and white (quartered), white sleeves and cap

**Timeform says:** C&D winner. Twenty three runs since last win in 2017. 14/1, creditable fourth of 8 in handicap at this C&D (heavy) 18 days ago. ★★★★★ (Forecast 7.50)

| 4 (6)  | 🟢 | 354008- BOMBERO (IRE) 199 | 5 9 - 4 | Barry McHugh Ed De Giles | 67 |

**Jockey Colours:** Dark blue and pink diamonds, pink sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, pink diamond

**Timeform says:** Out of sorts on AW when last seen in the autumn but has dropped back to a winning mark as a result. Worth keeping an eye on in the betting on return from 6 months off. ★★★★★ (Forecast 13.00)

| 5 (1)  | 🟢 | 2244-40 BREATHABLE 23 | 4 9 - 3 | Rachel Richardson T D Easterby | 66 |

**Jockey Colours:** White, red stripe, hooped sleeves, red cap

**Timeform says:** On a fair mark and made an encouraging return when fourth from an unpromising position at Beverley. Failed to build on that at York since but this less competitive. ★★★★★ (Forecast 9.00)

| 6 (5)  | 🟢 | 55010-9 ICONIC CODE 11 | 4 9 - 2 | P Mulrennan K Dalgleish | 65 |

**Jockey Colours:** Pink, black epaulets, black and pink striped sleeves, hooped cap

**Timeform says:** 28/1, creditable ninth of 15 in handicap at Hamilton (9.2f, good to soft) on reappearance 11 days ago. Back up in trip. ★★★★★ (Forecast 15.00)

| 7 (4)  | 🟢 | 5223-31 MAJESTIC STONE (IRE) 18 CD | 5 8 - 2 | Victor Santos (7) Miss J A Camacho | 51 |

**Jockey Colours:** Red, royal blue chevron, royal blue and white diabolo on sleeves, red cap, white diamond

**Timeform says:** Finally got off the mark in 9-runner C&D handicap (heavy) 18 days ago but goes up in grade now and doesn't strike as an obvious type to follow up. ★★★★★ (Forecast 6.00)

---

**Long Handicap:** Majestic Stone 8 - 0
TIMEFORM VIEW: MATEWAN didn't fire on his reappearance but he was progressive last year and this looks just the sort of race he could bounce back in. Breathable is likely in better form than his latest York effort might suggest and is down to a good mark, while Sioux Frontier can extend his run of good efforts this term.

Timeform 1-2-3:
1: MATEWAN (1)
2: BREATHABLE (5)
3: SIOUX FRONTIER (2)